
GET THE EGG IN THE GLASS 
 
A. Question: Does force cause movement?                                  

                                     
B. Materials Needed: 
 1. One raw egg. 
 2. One egg holder. 
 3. One aluminum pie plate. 
 4. A large drinking glass. 
 5. A household broom. 
  
C: Procedure: 
 1. Fill the glass three quarters full with water. 
 2. Put the empty pie plate on the glass and center the egg holder and raw egg on the pie plate  
             directly over the glass. 
 3. Place the glass with everything else on top, close to the edge of the table such that the rim of  
             the pie plate hangs over the table edge. 
 4. Ask the students: “How can I get the egg in the glass with the broom without breaking it?”  
             Anticipated answer: “Have no idea!” 
 5. Hold the broom directly in front of the set up, push down on it so the sweep part of the broom  
             bends. Place one foot on the broom while holding back the wooden handle, then suddenly  
             release the pole and flick it hard against the pie plate.   
  
D: Anticipated Results: 
 Students should see the egg fall exactly into the glass.  
 
E: Thought Questions for Class Discussion: 
 1. What made the egg fall exactly in the glass? 
 2. What was the function of the water in the glass? 
 3.What would happen if we had a plate without a rim on the glass? 
 4. Why did the pie plate have to protrude over the table edge? 
 5. Would any other object in the egg holder end up in the glass? 
 
F: Explanation: 
 The broom stick hit the edge of the pie plate without hitting the glass or the egg, because its 
motion was stopped by the table edge. This sudden force moved the pie plate out from under the egg 
carrying with it the egg holder, as this was caught by the plate’s rim. The egg was at rest and tended to 
stay at rest (first part of Newton’s First Law). The water was needed to catch the raw egg and prevent it 
from breaking. Any other object on the egg holder would have fallen in the glass, provided it has a heavy 
enough mass (and thus have enough inertia).  


